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The Censors in the Years of the Calm
by Jackson Taylor, Jr.
For a number of reasons, the reign of Tsar Alexander III is im
­
portant to the student of the Russian autocracy. An autocratic system
 works most freely
 
when it is not challenged  by outside forces. In such  
a period, it is possible to study the institutions of a state which is
 operating as its adherents wish. From such a study, the historian can
 gain insight into the
 
justification for the monarchy, its strengths and  
its weaknesses. During the period from 1882 to 1890, Imperial Russia
 enjoyed a reasonably prolonged era of internal stability.
The decade after 1881 is known as the calm because during that
 
period, the revolutionary movement was almost completely ineffec
­tive. The People’s Will, which assassinated Alexander II on March 1,
 1881, was destroyed by subsequent police raids. The Marxist and
 Socialist Revolutionary movements,
 
which were active  in the two and  
one half decades before 1917, had not yet become important 
forces. Thus, after the autocracy had realized that it had no reason to fear, a
 realization that was not reached until 1883,1 it was free to take ac
­tion unmindful of any conspiritorial opposition.
1 The main reason that the government still feared the revolutionary move
­
ment after the arrests in 1881 was the fact that a double agent, Sergei 
Degaev,
 sub ­
mitted false reports making the People’s Will seem a more formidable organization
 than it actually was. See Anna Pribyeleva-Korba, “Sergei Petrovich Degaev i
 Degaevshchina,” Byeloi, I, 4 (April 1906), 1-37; S. Valk, “Pobeg Sergeya Degaeva”
 (“The Escape of Sergei Degaev”) Krasnyi Arkhiv, XXXI, 1928, pp. 219-222; E.A.
 Serebryakova, 
“
Vstrecha s Degaevim” (“Meeting with Degaev”), Byeloi, XXV  
(19'24), 165-71.
Alexander III, who came to the throne on March 1, was
 
more dedi ­
cated to the absolute maintenance of the autocracy than had been
 his father.
 
Alexander II had been on the verge of granting a consulta ­
tive duma at the time of
 
his assassination. Under the influence of the  
Chief Procurator of the Holy Synod, Constantin Pobedonostsev, the
 new tsar suspended that project and replaced its author, Michael T.
 Loris-Melikov with Count Nicholas P. Ignatev in the Ministry of the
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Interior.2 Ignatev was looked upon as a conservative, but he, in fact,
 
shared many of the views of Russia’s liberal Slavophiles. He did not
 make this apparent at first, but instead, entrenched himself in power
 for a year before revealing his basic plan, the calling of a Zemskii
 sobor. This totally impractical idea was not discussed with the em
­peror, but put forth in the public press in May of 1882. Before the
 end of the month, Ignatev had been replaced by Dmitrii A. Tolstoi,
 the former Minister of Public Education, a man widely hated by the
 Russian liberals.3
Tolstoi was dedicated to the maintenance of public order. His main
 
purpose during his seven years in office was to maintain an orderly,
 although modernized, autocracy in which progress could take place.
 His years are identified with the period of calm, and thus make a
 convenient period to study tsarist policy in an era of comparative
 social peace. To those in power, the press seemed to be one of the
 great dangers to the Russian state. Revolutionaries often created un
­derground presses and used them to disseminate their ideas. Liberals
 used the legal press to vigorously attack the government. In a state
 that had just lost a tsar to the revolutionary movement, free expres
­sion seemed a privilege too dangerous to be given to those who might
 agitate for further changes. Thus the tradition of press censorship
 was
 
not only upheld, but expanded in the years in which the Russian  
government was not threatened by a major domestic revolutionary
 movement.
The idea of free press had never been accepted by the autocracy.
 
Under Nicholas I, the Third Section had run a system of preliminary
 censorship that had greatly inhibited the growth of the press in Rus
­sia. This system had been changed as part of the great reforms in the
 1860’s. The press law of 1865 had freed the Russian press from pre
­liminary censorship for books of more than ten signature pages (160
 or 320 ordinary pages), for periodicals that placed a binder with the
 state, and for news of the state and academic world. The new press
 bureau
 
in the Ministry of the Interior was to have its own chief, who
2
 
Anon., “Perepiska Aleksandra Ill’s gr. Loris-Melikovim” (“Correspondence  
of Alexander III with Count Loris-Melikov”) Krasnyi Arkhiv, VIII, Alexander to
 Loris-Melikov, April 30,
 
1881, p. 128.
3
 
Judith Ellen Cohen (now Judith Cohen Zacek), Count Dmitri Andreevich  
Tolstoi as Minister of the Interior 1882-1889 (Unpublished Masters Thesis: Co
­lumbia University, 195x), pp. 1-7.
2
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could impose a
 
variety of  penalties on published works. Among these  
was the forfeiture of the 5,000, or in some cases 2,500, ruble bond im
­posed on the periodical.
 
A fine of fifty rubles for each issue or  number  
could be assessed. A warning could be given, and the government had
 the right to suspend the publication of a paper for six months after
 three warnings. New journals still had to receive the permission of
 the Ministry of the Interior before they could begin to publish.4
The press law of 1865 was liberal in comparison to laws that had
 
gone before it. In liberal hands, it might have been a real boon to
 freedom of expression in Russia. But the beginning of the swing to
 reaction after Dimitrii Karakazov’s attempt on Alexander II’s life
 in 1866 brought about a reaction in this field, as well as in others.
 Within seven years, the press of Russia felt itself to be under a sword
 of Damocles.5
The censors of Russia were capricious. While Marx was able to
 
slip through the web of censorship in 1872, largely on account of his
 dullness,6 other writers were being
 
suppressed. Thus an author could  
never be sure that
 
his paper would not receive a warning or his book  
a suspension from the censors. The author was thus forced to resort
 to Aesopian language that made his meaning clear to the reader,
 while the censor could prove nothing wrong in the writing.
The dictatorship of the heart under Loris-Melikov brought about
 
a general easing of the regulations on the press, but the authors of
 the era still had to make use of the metaphor to protect themselves.7
 With the death of Alexander II and the coming to power by Ignatev,
 the censorship bureau abandoned its limited moderation and again
 turned toward repression. Ignatev suppressed thirteen periodicals in
 his one year in power. Twenty-eight others were given warnings or
 forced to face some other kind of penalty.8 This attack on the press
4 Russia: Committee of Ministers, Spravka o glavneishikh uzdkoneniyakh o
 
tsenzure i pechati (Information Concerning the Chief Laws about Censorship and
 the Press) (St. Petersburg: n. p., 1902), No. 41,
 
990, April 6,1805, pp. 6-14.
5
 
K.K. Arsenev, Zakonodatelstvo o pechati (Legislation on the Press) (St. Peters ­
burg, Tipo-Lithografiya F. Vaisberga i P. Gershunina, 1908), p. 101.
6
 
Jacob Walkin, The Rise of Democracy in Pre-Revolutionary Russia (New  
York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1962), p. 1'14.
7 Arsenev, Zakonodatelstvo o pechati, p. 12'5.
8
 
Stepniak (Sergei Milhailovich Kravchinski), King Stork and King Log, vol. 1  
(London: Downey and Company, 1892), p. 65.
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was launched by the minister’s Chief of Press Affairs, P. P. Vyazemski,
 
who was brought into his position to carry out a concerted campaign
 against writings opposed to the government.9
Ignatev had been dissatisfied with the existing censorship law and
 
had begun to write a new one. Tolstoi also found the previous laws
 inadequate. Three months after taking office, on August 27, 1882, he
 issued his so-called temporary rules on the press. By these rules, edi
­tors whose paper appeared as often as once weekly were required to
 undergo preliminary censorship when their paper 
was
 revived after  
receiving its third warning. Material must be submitted by eleven
 o’clock on the morning before publication. This meant that no news
 in a paper undergoing preliminary censorship could be current. In
 addition, the names of all authors contributing to the journal could
 be demanded by the ministry.10
The policy of repression established by Ignatev was applied
 
with less intensity during Tolstoi’s years of power in spite of these
 stringent rules. Tolstoi’s attitude toward free public expression was
 summed up in a letter to Constantin Pobedonostsev, Chief Procu
­rator of the Holy Synod, dated December 12, 1882, in which he said:
I am preoccupied at this moment by The Voice. Read the article of Koche-
 
lev. I doubt that the Russian Courier 
has
 ever published anything similar.  
This article is simply revolting. The difficulty comes from the fact that all
 but a few of our papers are nauseating, that it would be better to suppress
 the sickness 
of
 journalism. But is it not better to act without noise, progres ­
sively? Far be it from me to take on the 
defense
 of Russian Courier or of  
Russian Thought. But what troubles me is the knowledge that other peri
­odicals, which are not worth any more, continue to exist. Is this just? In my
 opinion, the Russian Gazette is not worth any more than the Russian
 Courier.11
This letter was written in the heat of anger. The style differs
 
greatly from the ponderous bureaucratic wording of most of Tolstoi’s
 other letters. Yet, his statements on the press form a policy that he
 carried out throughout his ministry. Not only was the liberal press
9
 
Arsenev, Zakonodatelstvo o pechati, p. 116.
10
 
Russia: Committee of Ministers, Spravka o glavneishikh uzakoneniyakh o  
tsenzure i pechati, No. 1072, August 27, 1882, p. 38.
11
 
Constantin Pobiedonostsev, L’autocratic russe (Paris: Payot, 1927), Tolstoi to 
Pobedonostsev, December 12,1882, pp. 227-8.
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attacked; occasionally even conservative examples of the sickness of
 
journalism, such as Katkov’s paper, felt the weight of Tolstoi’s cen
­sorship bureau.
Shuvalov, one of the minister’s best friends, describes Tolstoi as
 
oversensitive to the press. This can, to some extent, be expected from
 a man who, as Minister of Public Education and especially in his
 years out of office, had been a chief target of attack for the liberal
 press.12 Furthermore, a crisis between Tolstoi and the press had been
 precipitated in 1882, when it 
was
 rumored that Tolstoi in his former  
position as Chief-Procurator of the Holy Synod had loaned clerical
 funds to the Skopinski Bank, which had subsequently failed. Rumors
 of
 
this in the  press thoroughly angered the Minister of the Interior.13
12 M. K. Pokrovski, Pisma Pobedonostseva k Aleksandru III, (Letters of Pobe-
 
donostseva 
to
 Alexander III) (Moscow: Novaya Moskva, 1925), No. 289, January 16,  
1882, p. 365.
13 John F. Baddeley, Russia in the Eighties: Sport and Politics (New York:
 
Longmans, Green and Company, 1929), p. 179.
14 Pobiedonostsev, L’autocratie russe, Bogdanovich to Pobedonostsev, February
 
1l, 1883, pp. 289-91.
Yet Tolstoi acted with some moderation toward the press. He was
 
not free from even more reactionary pressure in making specific de
­cisions. A member of the Consultative Committee of the Ministry
 wrote to Pobedonostsev that Tolstoi was likely to take too soft a line
 on The Voice. He did not feel close enough to Tolstoi to take an
 initiative on the
 
matter himself, but  he asked  Pobedonostsev  to inter ­
vene with the minister to assure the paper’s suppression. He added
 that the paper had a wide circulation, not because it was liked but
 because its ideas were fashionable and readers, by having it made
 themselves seem fashionable as well. If the paper were to be sup
­pressed for a prolonged period, the readers would forget about it,
 and if it did come back on the market, its readership would have
 fallen off decisively.14
It was with
 
ideas like this that  Tolstoi had to work. He might well  
not have used censorship as much as he did had there not been pres
­sure within the government. But given the
 
seemingly dangerous state  
of the country and the elements which attacked him for leniency, he
 was forced to take harsh measures. The Voice was suspended once
 and later, when trying to revive itself under the management of one
 
5
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of its former employees, it was again refused permission to begin
 
printing.15
15 George Kennan, Siberia and the Exile System, vol. 2 (New York: Century and
 
Company,1891), p. 487.
16 Arsenev, Zakonodatelstovo o pechati, p. 138.
17 Kennan, Siberia and the Exile System, vol. 2, pp. 285-93.
18 Pobiedonostsev, L’autocratie russe, Manasein to Pobedonostsev, May 18, 21,
 
27, 1887; Saburov to Pobedonostsev, May 19, 1887, pp. 467-72.
The case of The Voice is only one of a number of cases
 
in which the  
Ministry of the Interior took action against papers and magazines in
 Russia. It was important because it frightened other liberal journals
 into refusing to discuss controversial issues. In all, during Tolstoi’s
 term in office, twenty-four warnings were issued by E. M. Feoktistov,
 Tolstoi’s chief of supervision for affairs of the press.16 In addition,
 there were a number of suspensions for more or less prolonged.
 Papers were also prohibited from being sold on the streets or from
 taking advertisements. In extreme cases, the government resorted
 finally to suspending a paper or forcing it to submit to preliminary
 censorship. This process
 
could take many days if a paper were located  
in the provinces, with the result that the readership would rapidly
 evaporate. It might be added that most of the warnings came during
 the early period of Tolstoi’s term in office. As time passed, the penal
­ties became less frequent, but were also harsher.17
Perhaps the most widely criticized incident in the matter of press
 
censorship was the case of Michael Katkov. Few people were closer
 to Tolstoi than the publisher of The Moscow Gazette. Few editors
 supported the government more loyally. His relationship with the
 tsar 
was
 so close that a number of radical writers described Katkov,  
Pobedonostsev and Tolstoi as the evil triumvirate surrounding
 Alexander.
Yet even Katkov was not immune from the attacks of the censors
 
of the 
press.
 The problem came from the fact that Katkov gained,  
through P. A. Saburov, a functionary of the Ministry of Foreign
 Affairs, the terms of the alliance that Russia had with Austria and
 Germany. Katkov printed them, in violation of the Three Emper
­ors League, and thus caused a fury in St. Petersburg, Berlin and
 Vienna.18
Alexander was especially angry at the incident. As a result, he
 
ordered Tolstoi to send a first warning to Katkov. Now, Pobedo-
 
6
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nostsev intervened. He sent several letters to Alexander pleading for
 
a lighter punishment for his friend. At last the tsar consented; Tolstoi
 sent Feotistov to see the publisher and to give him verbal warning.
 At the bottom of his letter of March 12, 1887 summing up the final
 decision, Alexander added, “I hope that will be sufficient.”19
19 Ibid., Alexander to Pobedonostsev, March 12,1887, p. 410.
20 Ibid., Feoktistov to Pobedonostsev, March 17,1887, p. 411.
21 Ibid., Manasein to Pobedonostsev, May 18, 21, 27, 1887, Saburov to Pobedo
­
nostsev, May 19,1887, pp. 467-72.
The incident was not yet finished, however. The Committee of
 
Ministers took up the issue when they met five 
days
 later in what  
proved to be an animated 
session.
 V. K. Plehve, the head of the po ­
lice, argued that stronger measures should be taken against Katkov
 for the transgression. A. A. Abaza, the former Minister of Finance,
 stated that the affair had ruined the German connection which Rus
­sia had built up in the past two decades.20 This view was partially
 correct. The Three Emperors League, which had been so important
 in the Bismarckian system, 
was
 dropped that year, to be replaced by  
the Reinsurance Treaty, which remained in effect until after the
 Iron Chancellor had fallen from power.
One more problem needed to be resolved concerning this case.
 
Saburov, the functionary who had leaked the information, 
was
 in ­
dicted by the Ministry
 
of Justice for giving out classified information.  
His case never came to trial. He was able to explain his situation and
 was returned to his post and to favor.21
The real issue in Katkov’s case was one that is still not fully re
­
solved in the United States today: the conflict between the govern
­ment’s right to secrecy in sensitive foreign matters and the public’s
 right to know. In recent years Jack Anderson has been attacked for
 damaging our relationship with India by disclosing too much of
 America’s views on the Pakistani War and Daniel Elsburg has been
 indicted for releasing
 
the Pentagon Papers, which were still classified.  
In nineteenth-century Russia, however, the propriety of publishing
 government papers without permission was not debated. The offi
­cials simply assumed that Katkov had done wrong and debated his
 punishment.
The problems of Katkov are but one example of the troubles that
 
a
 writer could run into during this era. By far the most common  
trouble was 
a
 story or article that Tolstoi’s censors considered detri-
7
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mental to the autocracy. But anything that touched in an unflatter
­
ing way upon such subjects as the peasantry, the reforms of the gov
­ernment, the Orthodox Church, or the nobility was likely to evoke
 a warning from the censors. Nor was the periodical press the only
 media attacked. Books, plays, libraries, even writing paper were lim
­ited by the system of censorship. The latter became an issue in Janu
­ary of 1886 when Pobedonostsev asked Tolstoi to study sales of this
 item in stationery stores. He feared that the revolutionaries were
 using letterheads
 
with a red rooster as a  symbol of their  revolutionary  
sympathy.22
22 Pobedonostsev, K. P. Pobedonostsev i ero korrespondenti, vol. 2. (K. P. Pobe
­
donostsev and His Correspondence), (Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe Izdatelstvo, 1923)
 Pobedonostsev to Tolstoi, January 15, 1886, No. 509, p. 555.
23 Baddeley, Russia in the Eighties: Sport and Politics, p. 187.
24 Ibid., pp. 161—2.
The foreign press
 
was also censored as it came into Russia. A large  
number of foreign papers were prohibited in the country. Not all of
 these were liberal, some like the London Standard being quite con
­servative. The problem here was that the paper, although an organ
 of Disraeli, argued from a democratic point of view. Such arguments
 were not permissible in Russia. Since the Standard 
was
 banned, the  
British colony in Russia was forced to read the radical papers smug
­gled into the
 
country. This argument was placed before  Tolstoi when  
the correspondent of the Standard appealed to him in November of
 1882. Such an appeal was not without its effect. The Standard was
 taken off the list of disapproved papers.23
The position of foreign correspondents was eased in 1883 when
 
large numbers of them came into Russia for the coronation of Alex
­ander III. The coronation of a new tsar, or any autocrat for that
 matter, was a glorious and expensive show. The Russian government
 naturally wanted to get all the good publicity that it could. There
­fore, these correspondents were welcomed by the state. In all, about
 sixty foreign correspondents came, with most newspapers bringing
 men from Eastern Europe as well as using their regular reporters in
 Russia.24
In spite of the friendly reception in 1883, the foreign correspon
­
dents
 
represented a problem for a society of closed  information, such  
as Russia. Free from Russian press censorship, they could report true
 conditions. In addition, they could have a free hand in reporting
 
8
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false rumors. For example, an Austrian journal stated in 1883 that
 
Russia was about to become a constitutional monarchy. This item
 
was
 then carried by some Russian journals, infuriating Pobedono-  
stsev, who wrote an angry letter to Tolstoi, demanding that some
­thing be done about it.25
25 Pobiedonostsev, L’autocratie russe, Pobedonostsev to Tolstoi, November 18,
 
1883, pp. 265-7.
26 Arsenev, Zakonodatelstvo o pechati, p. 147.
27 Kennan, 
Siberia
 and the Exile System, vol. 2, p. 282.
28 Pobedonostsev, K. P. Pobedonostsev i ero korrespondenti, 
vol.
 2, Alexander to  
Pobedonostsev, No. 599, February 19, 1887, p. 643.
29 Stepniak, King Stork and King Log, vol. 1, pp. 6-7.
30 Pobiedonostsev, L’autocratie russe, Alexander to Pobedonostsev, February 19,
 
1887, p. 469.
The people who supported the press laws stated that they helped
 
create a free press. The argument was that, because the press knew
 what it could print, it was free. The only press that was free, how
­ever, was the official press.26 Even here there were occasional prob
­lems. In 1886, the editor
 
of the  Police Gazette was arrested and  briefly  
imprisoned because of a typographical error. He had stated that there
 
was
 to be a requiem for “Alexander III.” Alexander II was meant,27  
but the use of Aesopean language by reporters drove the board of
 censors to look upon this as a revolutionary plot within the official
 newspapers themselves.
Perhaps the most damaging thing that Tolstoi did for Russia’s
 
literary heritage concerned the censorship of Count Leo Tolstoi’s
 play The Power of Darkness. This dull and brooding play was writ
­ten in 1886 and was scheduled to be played at the Imperial Theater
 in early 1887. The costumes had already been bought and the actors
 hired when the head of the theater censorship division raised an ob
­jection to the performance.28
There are many legends about The Power of Darkness which
 
gained currency in the years that followed. One of the most common
 
is
 that Alexander wanted the play to be performed, but that he was  
overruled
 
by  Tolstoi, Pobedonostsev and Feoktistov and the play was  
forced to be cancelled.29 In actuality, Alexander III was one of the
 chief censors of this work, reading it with disgust, although he did
 admire the writing.
“What a pity,” he wrote, “that an author with the talent of Tolstoi has not
 
found another subject for a drama.”30
9
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Pobedonostsev attacked the play for its realism, which he described
 
as being worse than Zola’s. The big objection to the play was its bla
­tant
 
immorality, which was considered contrary to Russian  standards.  
The Power of Darkness did not attack the Russian state, but it did
 degrade the peasants within it. The problem with showing the drama
 came not from the upper classes who would see it in the Imperial
 Theater, but instead, from the 
effect
 it might have on peasant girls  
and domestics when played in Little Theaters.31
Censorship of so famous an author as Leo Tolstoi 
was
 not easy,  
even in an autocratic state such as Russia, since the attack on such
 an author would cause criticism in the democratic west. This was, of
 course, untrue of cases of censorship of the periodical press, whose
 editors were largely unknown to the reading
 
public outside their own  
local areas. Criticism of such censorship was usually couched in gen
­eral terms.
A factor that made
 
the case even more difficult was that the play had  
already been reviewed in The Moscow Church Gazette.32 Thus, for
­eign correspondents in Russia would certainly know that the play
 existed
 
and  would understand that the  leading Russian author of the  
generation had been attacked by the state. In addition to that, New
 Time, attacked Feoktistov for his part in the censorship
 
of  the work.33
In the end, Tolstoi
 
and Alexander agreed to let the play be printed,  
but not to allow it to appear on the stage. Reading a play would do
 less to “enflame the passions of peasant girls and domestics” by keep
­ing it out of their hands, since most were illiterate. This kind of cen
­sorship, not totally indiscriminate, but inflicted on style as well as on
 content, hurt Russia’s literary heritage. Leo Tolstoi’s wife blamed
 the press offices in St. Petersburg for the failure of her husband to
 write a third great novel.34 The Press Office circumscribed , the areas
 of thought for the people of the country. It failed to allow the press
 its normal function of suggesting areas in which reform could be
 brought about. Thus, the system of press censorship hindered Rus
­sia’s development as a modern power.
31
 
Ibid., Report by Pobedonostsev, pp. 417-21.
32
 
Anon., “Tsenzura i L.N. Tolstoi” ( “Censorship and L.N. Tolstoi”), Krasnyi  
Arkhiv, vol. 1, p. 417.
33
 
Pobiedonostsev, L’autocratic russe, Feoktistov to Pobedonostsev, January 5,  
1886, p. 380.
34
 
James Creelman, On the Great Highway (Boston: Lathrop Publishing Com ­
pany, 1901), pp. 161-2.
10
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The censorship office also had a system of banning foreign books,
 
a system that was very erratic. For one thing, the censors did not
 
have  
a standard set of rules on works which were denied entrance into the
 country. Therefore, they had no basis upon which to judge whether
 a work should be prohibited. The Wealth of Nations was illegal in
 Russia. At the same time, Darwin’s The Origin of Species, a work
 which at that moment was stirring fiery religious controversy in the
 West, was legal reading matter for the people. Perhaps the most ab
­surd attack on a book came when a history of France was banned
 because it contained the word “revolution.”35 Among other works
 not permitted were writings of Marx, Lassale, Louis Blanc, Huxley,
 Mill, Zola, and Spencer.36 The attacks on these books had begun in
 January 1883, but were only made public in August of that year.
35 Kennan, Siberia and the Exile System, vol. 1, p. 185.
36 Baddeley, Russia in the Eighties, Sport and Politics, p. 205.
37 Russia: Crown, Statutes, Polnoe sobranie zakonov Rossiskoi-imperii (Full
 
Collection of the Laws of the Russian Empire) (St. Petersburg: Gosudarstvennoi
 Tipografiya), III, 7, No. 4905, December 21,
 
1889, p. 509.
38 Ministry of the Interior, Istoricheskii ocherk (Historical Work) (St. Peters
­burg: Tipografia Ministerstva Vnutrennik Del, 1902) pp. 214-20.
Tolstoi’s ministry was not the only one responsible for press cen
­
sorship. The Holy Synod had the right to censor religious works and
 used a special committee in St. Petersburg for this purpose. This
 committee had
 
the job of rooting  out works harmful to the Orthodox  
faith.37
In spite of the rigorous censorship, journalism in Russia survived.
 
The Ministry of the Interior congratulates itself in its official history
 on the fact that there had been a twenty percent rise in the number
 of journals during the years from 1881 to 1895.38 Nevertheless, these
 journals were circumscribed in their topics, and the lack of free ex
­pression was one of the more difficult impediments that Russians
 had to face.
11
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